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Diversity in the academy means more than simply having people of color present on faculty; it may mean that institutions will begin to see some variation in the meaning of scholarship.

My essay critiques the academy for, on the one hand, expecting minority faculty members to perform duties and tasks above and beyond the normal faculty load, and on the other hand, expecting them to successfully undertake and complete a viable program of research and writing. I also criticize the false dichotomy that is made between scholarship and creative nonfiction writing and suggest that diversity in the academy may mean more than simply having people of color present on faculty; it may also mean that institutions will begin to see some variation in the meaning of scholarship as well as colleagues who have little desire to write solely for other academics. I do not intend to generalize, so to guard against such generalizations I incorporate brief autobiographical sketches to illustrate my arguments.

Ultimately, the research institution remains a fraternity closed to all but a few minority scholars, for the relationship between faculty hired and faculty tenured is skewed in favor of hiring. Among the primary reasons for the denial of tenure is failure to complete requirements for writing and research. Does this simply imply that faculty of color cannot write, or does it suggest that institutional requirements are too rigid? I argue the latter.
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